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WELCOME to this third edition of Neurodiversity Magazine and the first of
2020. There are many challenges that come with being autistic, these often
get talked about. I wanted to flip this on its head a little and share some of the
strengths of being autistic. As a professional, this is something I used to do to
help parents have a sense of hope for their autistic children's futures. I also
wanted to includes articles I thought would be helpful to people and debunk
some myths with this issue.
 
This magazine continues the trial run of seeing what interest there is in a magazine
like this and whether the Neurodiversity Magazine being available will encourage
people to want to contribute and to work with me to help the magazine grow into
something helpful and interesting for people.
 
A brief note about me. I am autistic, I also have over 20 years of experience working
as a psychological therapist and working with children and families professionally,
where a lot of my work was supporting autistic individuals and their families, as well
as training professionals and giving talks and lectures. 
 
As this is a new magazine, currently all articles are my own. I hope that in future
editions others will contribute content. If you are interested, contact details are at the
end of the magazine.
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Dan Jones discusses the positives he has found in being autistic
& the importance of recognising strengths as well as challenges

F O C U S I N G  O N  N E U R O D I V E R S I T Y



This parent’s main concern was that her
son was probably going to have to live at
home for the rest of her life, she didn’t
know how she was going to cope with
this and what would happen to him
when she is too old to support him. She
said he would never be likely to get or
hold down a job, he would be unlikely to
successfully finish education, he is
unlikely to love anyone and have a
healthy loving relationship. She had
already written off his future and her
own future.
 
She was an incredibly loving parent, but
she had taken her son to the GP because
she was struggling with his behaviour
and the school were struggling with his
behaviour, so she wanted to know what
was wrong with him. Eventually, he was
diagnosed autistic, but, other than being
given the diagnosis, there was no
support offered. The parent’s
interpretation of being told her son is
autistic and it is a lifelong condition, was
to hear that her son will be the way he is
and have the problems he has for life.
She wasn’t offered support, wasn’t
offered education about autism, wasn’t
offered anything helpful.
 
After the parent relayed their struggles
and challenges they have faced and told
me about some of the positives of her
son, like how caring he could be and
seemed to want to be (I often follow up
parents telling me about negatives of
their child, with asking something like ‘it
sounds like it is a real challenge and has
been really difficult to cope with. Just so
that I don’t think he is all bad, what are
some of the things you love about him?’
Parents usually agree that their child isn’t
all bad and proceed to tell me positives),
I stated that it sounds like he could make
an incredible counsellor one day. The
mother was taken aback and said that he
can’t socialise etc, and so wouldn’t be
able to do that.
 
I shared what she had stated and how
many of these can be strengths in
counselling. He wants to help people, he
is compassionate, he is great at getting
absorbed in interests and learning
everything there is to know about those
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I am talking about something here
which I know some people react
negatively to before gaining a deeper
perspective about what I mean when
I say something like ‘autism gives me
superpowers’.
 
There are some who are really
struggling with being autistic – it can
be a real struggle, there are also
some parents of autistic people who
see the challenges and struggles
every day, who don’t see anything
about autism as a superpower or
strength, so I want to share a bit from
my professional career, before
moving on to sharing about myself
personally and transitioning to
describing some of what I like to
think of as my superpowers from
being autistic.
 
No Hope For The Future
 
Some years ago when I was working
directly with families I was teaching a
family support course. On that
course were a number of parents
who had autistic children. The first
session of the course involves
everyone getting comfortable with
each other. We all introduce who we
are and the parents say what they
would like to get from attending the
course.
 
Although the focus of the course is
on what people want, rather than on
what they don’t want, at this early
stage in the course it is inevitable that
people share the challenges they are
facing. 

One parent mentioned that they just
want their son to have a future, she
started to cry as she explained that
her son was diagnosed autistic, that
she was told it is a lifelong condition.
She said her son couldn’t cope on his
own, he struggles around other
people, often plays up in school and
then gets fixed-term exclusions for
this, or gets sent to a ‘naughty room’
in the school, which makes him angry
and then due to his anger he gets in
more trouble. She explained that he
doesn’t seem to have any feelings,
doesn’t seem to understand that he
is emotionally hurting others. He gets
obsessed with his interests. She said
she believes he can be really
compassionate, he is really good with
animals and always wants to help,
but then he will hurt people’s
feelings, be violent and aggressive
towards people and not do as he is
supposed to do.
 
This was the first twenty minutes of
this group of parents, myself and
another course facilitator meeting
each other. I had met a couple of the
parents before, the other facilitator
had met some of the parents before
and there were facilitators supporting
the children of these parents in a
separate room, those facilitators had
each met some of the families as
well. Yet, despite no-one really
knowing anyone else, the parents
quickly opened up and bonded over
experiences they could relate to.
Many parents agreed they had
similar stories to tell as this parent.
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interests, he doesn’t get emotional
when he hears things that others
would find upsetting, he is great at
noticing patterns, he is able to
move on quickly from things (can
be angry one minute and then act
as if nothing has happened the
next minute).
 
I went through how these traits are
great for those interested in being a
counsellor and how, if he decided
to take a route like that, he can
have his strengths nurtured and he
can learn ways of managing
challenges he faces. It doesn’t
mean he won’t face challenges and
that some of these won’t be really
difficult to overcome or really
overwhelming, but how he is as a
teenager isn’t how he has to stay as
he grows up.
 
That specific course I was teaching
was an eight-week course, the son
exceeded all of her expectations in
the young people’s group (which
took place in the same building and
at the same time as parents were
with me). She didn’t think he would
get on in the group, didn’t think he
was make friends, didn’t think he
would behave and not get angry
and didn’t think he would learn or
understand anything being taught
to him, or that he would change his
behaviour. 
 
He dramatically changed his
behaviour, learned well and
especially loved being taught
meditation and a breathing
technique for calming himself down
and focusing his attention. He
became more independent and
engaged well in school and his
anger significantly reduced. 
 
At follow-ups over the next year he
continued to progress and do well
in school, this allowed the mother
to go back to work and meet up
with friends etc, and to get her own
needs met. The mother reported
that for the first time in years she
believed her son had a future 

"Neurodiversity is about
recognising and

respecting that we are
all neurologically wired

differently."
 

independent of her and that he could
achieve things and carve out a path for
himself.
 
Relating to Superman
 
Growing up, I didn’t really have many
people in my life who I felt I could
relate to, so I turned to fictional
characters. Over the years there have
been a few characters I have related
to. The earliest character is probably
Clark Kent/Superman. When I was a
child I remember watching the
Superman movies and over the years
have watched the early versions of
Superman, cartoons of Superman,
Smallville, Louis and Clark, etc.
 
As a child, Clark Kent had to deal with
his superpowers developing. Suddenly
he perceived the world as too bright
and all the visual information as
overwhelming and his hearing was
hypersensitive, everything was too
loud, it was all confusing and a jumble
of sound and hearing a wide range of
sound. He was an alien, he was
different to everyone else, he knew he
was different to everyone else but
tried to fit in and be like everyone else.
He tried to hide his superpowers and be
as normal as possible.
 
Clark had to learn how to manage
his superpowers, he had to learn to
manage all the visual and auditory
information and learn to focus on just
one thing at a time. He knew he was
stronger than everyone else, he knew
he could cause harm and so had to
learn to keep himself calm and
manage his emotions. All of this I could
relate to. In Superman, having highly
sensitive hearing and vision and super-
strength are all seen as superpowers.
They could just as easily have been
seen by Martha and Jonathan Kent 



Here I will talk about my personal
superpowers. Every autistic person is
different, so we will all have our own set of
unique superpowers. Some traits are
obviously shared by all autistic people, this
is the case or else we wouldn’t be
diagnosed as autistic. How traits display in
every individual will be unique to the
individual.
 
My Autistic Superpowers
 
There are some autistic superpowers
which I seemed to have at younger ages,
that I seem to have lost over the years.
Some of these I’ve heard from others,
especially where formal education is
involved. I’ll mention some of these first.
 
As a young child I used to be able to look
at collections of things and be
reasonably accurate stating how many
items there were in that collection. Some
examples include attending a summer
fair where there was a ‘guess how many
coins are in the jar’ competition, my
guess was correct. When I was in primary
school I painted a mural with other
children of dozens of animals, at the end
of painting the mural we were told that
there would be a prize for the child who
can get the closest guess. I got the
closest guess, I was one out.
 
When I was in my teens I used to be able
to induce synaesthesia in myself. When
playing manhunt in the woods at
nighttime for example I would see
sounds as coloured light so that I could
see where other children were because
any snapping twigs or movement would
create a coloured flash of light, giving
away their position.
 
Some traits I have had throughout my
life or developed because of being
autistic include:
 
Pattern Recognition – Something I think
of as a superpower is my ability to
recognise  or notice patterns other seem
to miss. This has been very helpful as a
therapist and within my care work. I have
noticed patterns in people’s problems
which has allowed me to be able to find
simple solutions that others haven’t 
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(Superman’s adoptive parents here
on Earth) as being problems in Clark
as he was growing up, as Clark
struggling with sensory overload and
getting anxious or angry because of
this and not knowing what to do to
help him and his struggles with
keeping himself calm, or managing
his focus of attention, of
understanding the behaviours of
others and fitting in, especially when
trying to fit in would mean putting
himself in situations of increased
sensory overload and having to
manage this as well as learning how
to fit in and act normal.
 
I see many of my autistic traits as
being like superpowers. I know that
having these traits can lead to me
experiencing challenges, I get angry
and anxious in social situations, in
loud situations, in situations where
there is a lot of movement or light or
colour or chaotic patterns or shapes.
I upset people I love by being too
blunt with them. I make things
difficult for myself at times, or miss
opportunities because of my black-
and-white thinking. I struggle to make
and maintain friendships. I can be
single-minded and focus obsessively
on my own interests. I can put myself
first above others and appear selfish.
I can appear unappreciative when
given food or gifts. I can shut down
and not function, etc… 
 
But, the traits which lead to all of
these and more, are also strengths
which can be nurtured and promoted
and worked with.

Neurodiversity is about recognising
and respecting that we are all
neurologically wired differently.
There isn’t a wrong wiring, just
different wiring and this different
wiring leads to different ways of
thinking about things different ways
of processing the world and different
ways of behaving, and these ways of
thinking and behaving aren’t wrong
or broken - just different. The idea is
to look at how to respect differences
and help people to thrive and
promoting self-expression.
 
All of my professional work has
always been to look at strengths and
find solutions. This doesn’t mean I
ignore struggles people have and
how challenging things can be, just
that I feel, as far as possible we
should all work with neurodiversity,
rather than against it. 
 
If someone struggles with loud
noises, then you support them by
trying to find ways of quietening
things down. If someone has a
natural gift for doing maths in their
own way, you support and promote
this, rather than telling them they are
doing it wrong (or any other skill or
way of thinking about the world
someone may hold like this). 
 
For example, I’ve been told
repeatedly while working within the
care sector as a one-to-one therapist
and as a family worker that I think
about things wrong, that my not
caring about the families (as people
would put it) means I am in the
wrong job and shouldn’t be doing this
work, yet I always had some of the
best results of all staff and liked
doing my job. 
 
What should have happened is that
my different way of thinking about
things should have been respected
and nurtured and utilised. I shouldn’t
be told I am in the wrong job (even
though I like the job and my
outcomes demonstrate that I am also
good at it) because I think differently
to everyone else.



follow this up with solutions. This threat
perception is perhaps over-sensitive and
at times sees threats where there are
none, but when something about a
pattern is wrong, or when something
about the incoming information doesn’t
feel right I can notice this as a threat. I
know autistic people can be naive and
can be taken advantage of in some
situations by not noticing certain threats
and can be at increased risk of grooming,
abuse and domestic abuse, but in other
settings the heightened awareness,
pattern matching and all-or-nothing
black-and-white thinking can identify
threats and keep you safe. For example,
in my work as a therapist I may be
walking up to a clients’ house and
something my feel wrong. Other staff
may not notice this (and from managing
and training staff, I know this is often the
case) and may approach the house and
enter. I would feel like something is
wrong. I wouldn’t immediately know
what, but then would suddenly get a
flash of what I have noticed. It could be
that the curtains are shut, where
normally they are open, it could be the
way a car was parked on arrival, or that
lights are off when normally they would
be on, or something about a message
sent from the client beforehand and now
seeing the house, etc. Because of my
black-and-white thinking, at this moment
I will make an excuse and leave, I won’t
go into the house. Over the years I’ve
found out on numerous occasions that
this has saved my life (or at least
prevented significant injury).
 
Master of Disguise – Autistic people are
often master’s of disguise, they learn
how to blend in and appear normal. I
found as a child that although I was
different in the way I was compared to
other children, because i was quiet I
blended into the background almost as if
I wasn’t there. This is also the case as an
adult. I can be at events and I feel like I
am invisible, like no-one notices me. I
can leave events and no-one realises I’ve
gone, and while I am at events I can
sometimes play a role so that people
don’t notice anything different about me.
It is common for people to find out I am
autistic and say they never would have 
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thought about. I don’t get drawn into
the content of problems people talk
about, instead I observe for the
structure of the problem. This allows
me to help people by working purely
metaphorically using storytelling if I
want to or if it is likely to be most
helpful, it also allows me to find
solutions which don’t at first glance
seem like a logical solution, and it
allows me to work without knowing
all the content. I can just observe and
respond to patterns I see playing out.
 
Some examples of this include having
someone aggressively coming to
attack me in an enclosed space (in a
building). I instinctively picked up a
cricket bat which was next to me and
gave them the bat telling them to use
that instead. This to me was the
logical way to deal with the situation.
It made them more predictable and it
interrupted their pattern of
behaviour. Other examples include
working with a girl who was skipping
a lot of school, when she was in
school she was often getting herself
excluded, she was hanging around
with men in their twenties (she was a
young teenager) and was doing
inappropriate behaviours with them.
The solution was to get her back into
playing football, which turned her
behaviour around. A teen who was
doing anti-social behaviour where the
solution was to have the mother
spend time focusing on positively
meeting her and her daughters
needs, and a mother who had two
children that fought aggressively
from breakfast, in school, on the way
home and at home and the solution
to significantly reduce this was for
the mother to drink coffee standing
up rather than sitting down at the
breakfast table.
 
Heightened Awareness – I have a
heightened sense of awareness. I can
notice things in situations which
others miss, my wife often jokes
about it, about how I can see an
insect to photograph long before we
are anywhere near it. Once I realised
that people have non-verbal 

behaviour I learned what different
non-verbal behaviours people have
and can notice this really well when
paying attention, and because I have
learned to do this as I have grown up,
rather than as a very young child
where it becomes instinctive with
little conscious awareness of what
you are noticing, I can explain what I
am noticing and because I am aware
of what I am noticing it means I can
look for patterns in what I am
noticing and then test these patterns
(like noticing someone in therapy
responds a certain way I think seems
like anxiety when they are talking
about something, and so I can
change the topic, see if they change
their behaviour and then change
back to that topic again and see if
they repeat the same pattern).
 
I can have heightened awareness
when searching for things, so if I am
searching for something specific in a
book I can tell myself what I am
looking for and often quickly find it
just from rapidly going through the
book and when my brain sees what I
am looking for it seems to jump out
of the page at me. I can notice
different sounds, movement and
visual information and also seem to
have a heightened sense of physical
awareness, for example, I can touch
hands with someone, ask them to say
three things to themselves in their
mind and make one of those things a
lie and I can often tell them, just from
touching their hand, which one of the
things is a lie. I actually find it easier
to communicate like this, through
touch and physical behaviours, rather
than verbally.
 
Threat Perception – I have, and find
many other autistic people have, a
pronounced threat perception, we
can be very anxious. Anxiety is our
threat perception survival response.
The better this response the more
likely you are to survive. What often
needs to be developed is the
problem-solving part of the process.
We can be very good at identifying
threats, but need to learn how to 



nothing, not because I didn’t care, but
because I wasn’t thinking about the thing
(my Granddad) which makes me sad.
 
Honest and Direct (Authoritative) – This
may be an odd one to think of as a
superpower, but it is surprising how
uncommon being honest and direct is,
yet it is so helpful. In emergencies for
example, you want someone who is
direct and authoritative, someone who
just says what everyone needs to do. In
relationships, people lie to protect each
other, but by doing so there are times
when people get hurt further down the
line instead, like if I told my wife that a
dress which looked terrible on her,
looked good, because I didn’t want to
hurt her feelings, and then she wears
that dress out and someone else tells
her that it looks terrible, or she sees
herself when out and suddenly without
‘buying goggles’ on she thinks about how
terrible she looks in it and why didn’t I
tell her. It is better to have this
realisation and discussion sooner.
When managing teams, it is better to be
able to be direct and honest with staff,
rather than be one of those managers
who never makes things clear and never
addresses issues because they don’t
want to deal with the fallout from it.
There are many situations where being
honest and direct as a natural part of
being me has been a superpower.
Obviously, like with all of these
superpowers, there are challenges
caused by it, but it is about channeling it
and nurturing it and educating how to
handle situations where it is best not to
be direct and honest and learning how
and why not to be direct and honest in
those situations.
 
Loyalty – It is common to hear about the
loyalty of autistic people. This is
something which can make us great in
relationships. We may struggle to get
into relationships and may need
education around how to get and
maintain relationships, but once we are
in a relationship we are often very loyal.
Many autistic people like consistency,
familiarity, routines and structure.
Relationships with the right person can
give all of this.
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suspected. They hadn’t noticed I
never started a single conversation,
or that all the conversations ended
up about me and my interests, or
that I never asked about them etc.,
and I am not in the situation so long
(usually) that the mask slips,
revealing myself and struggles and
sensory overload etc. I have learned
to hold it together for periods of
time. I see this as a superpower,
because most people are false
around others, but people generally
seem to notice, whereas I know many
autistic people who no-one notices
are autistic until they reveal it.
 
Hyper-Sensitivity – Tying in with the
heightened awareness,  hyper-
sensitivity allows me to notice
difference. This can be helpful in
identifying flaws in things. I can run
my fingers over something and notice
imperfections in things others can’t
notice, I can notice which strip light in
a office is flickering most and likely to
be where a fault is, or notice
subtleties in temperature or tension
or something which could indicate
where something is becoming faulty,
etc. I have low-sensitivity as well in
some areas, like taste, I generally
need a lot of flavour to really feel like
I am tasting something and need
pure flavours, not mixed flavours. I’m
sure this probably has benefits in
some contexts as well. My hyper-
sensitivity to movement in my
peripheral vision allows me to quickly
identify and find things, this is really
handy for photography and in
therapy.

Laser Focus – It can be easy to get
distracted and overwhelmed, but at
the same time, I can develop a laser
focus on a task or topic almost to the
point of obsession. This means I can
become an expert in a topic by
obsessing about it and learning
everything there is to know about it. It
also means I can get absorbed in a
task and not get tired etc, but remain
focused until I have completed the
task (for example, writing: I have
written 27,000 words in a day – back in
the days when I used to type very
slowly – and to me, it didn’t seem like
much time had passed, yet I wrote
from about 5am through to about
3am without a break (other than a
couple of trips to the toilet and
pouring a few glasses of water). It is
very common for me to experience
time-distortion, where I do something
and think a few minutes has passed,
and yet many hours have passed.
 
Compartmentalisation – My brain
seems to naturally compartmentalise.
For example, I can be working with a
client who is telling me the most
horrific things, or who is suicidal and
who may well carry this out, but once
the client session (and any involved
work) is over I am not thinking about
them and so I don’t think about them.
I can go home at the end of the day
and eat dinner and won’t give my work
a second’s thought. Most therapists
struggle with this, it is common for
therapists to take their work home
with them. 
 
When I was helping my dying Dad I
was able to be with him and as soon
as I wasn’t with him, he wasn’t in my
mind and so him dying had no impact
on my everyday life. This can come
across as uncaring at times, but it isn’t,
it is just the way my brain works.
When my Dad and Granddad died
(both over the last few years) I would
be sad when thinking about them, but
seconds later, I’m fine. For example,
when I received the telephone call that
Granddad died I was sad. Seconds
later when I had hung up the phone
and was getting on with my day I felt 
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Prepared – Because of being autistic
I worry about making errors when
socialising or in different situations, I
want structure, clarity and routines
and don’t want uncertainty, so I do a
lot of mental rehearsal. I mentally
rehearse every possibility that I can
think of about how a situation may
go. Sometimes I can get paralysed by
planning and all the neverending
options which seem to be presenting
themselves. But, other times it makes
things go so well. 
 
If there is a fire in a hotel my wife and
I are visiting I would have a plan in
place for what to do. We often joke
that she can handle things I find
difficult, that I don’t feel I can plan
and be prepared for, like returning an
item in a shop or asking for the bill in
a restaurant, or socially engaging
with people, yet I can handle things
she finds difficult, like emergency
situations which have a clearly
defined plan of action. 
 
When I plan for interacting with
people, I mentally rehearse what I will
do and what different responses the
person may give, and then the
responses from me to each of their
responses etc. Doing this for therapy
is much easier as it isn’t a social
situation, there are specific paths
which people will be taking. It is a
controlled environment. It doesn’t
mean that things always go to plan,
but with experience of doing therapy,
and experience of teaching and
giving talks etc., I have quite a good
idea how things will go. In work
situations, especially if someone does
a job where emergencies could
happen, or being able to plan for
situations is likely to be needed, then
autistic people can be great in these
roles.
 
Authentic – I think it is a superpower
being authentically me. I may do
things to fit in and disguise myself,
but I never change who I am. If
someone asks me a question I
answer it directly. I am the same
person with my Nan as I am with my 

Mum, with friends, work colleagues or
employers. I don’t see anyone as
holding a one-up or one-down position
in relation to me. I see us all on the
same level. I don’t see that I should be a
different person with one person over
another. I try to remember to say what
is expected of me, to be what people
call polite, but I don’t try to be someone
I’m not. I know people who find this
reassuring and describe me like a solid
rock in a fast flowing river, that I am the
stability they want and can always rely
on. I often point out that the one
similarity all humans share is that we
are all different. I strongly believe in
self-expression and authenticity and
see these as superpowers, as things
that make you, you.
 
Animal Whisperer – From a very early
age my mum described me as having a
natural ability with horses. I have
always been good at relating with
animals. I find it much easier to relate
to and understand animals, than I do
people, because animals don’t generally
have such complex, multi-layered
behaviours, they rarely do one thing
while meaning another, if an animal is
angry, it displays anger, if it is scared, it
displays fear. I find it much easier to
communicate non-verbally with animals
and communicate through touch with
animals. I find the same with babies
and non-verbal people, I can then
communicate through non-verbal
behaviours, breathing, gestures, facial
expressions, touch and being present.
 
I could have written far more traits and
skills I think of as superpowers, and I
am sure that parents of autistic
children can look at traits their children
have and how these unique traits to
their child can be strengths and
superpowers if they are utilised and
worked with and I am sure autistic
people themselves can notice and think
about their traits and skills and things
which might be a problem in one
situation and see how it can be
perceived from a different perspectives
and helpful in other contexts. As the
saying goes “nothing is good nor bad,
but thinking makes it so”.



"VACCINES CAUSE

AUTISM"

“Vaccines cause autism” is probably one of the main things
people tell me when they meet me and hear that I am
autistic. I find it very frustrating because obviously the
research overwhelmingly points to this not being the case.
 
I did a radio interview with a Spanish radio station a
couple of years ago and one question that came up – and
one that comes up regularly in talks and radio call-ins that
I have done, was around vaccines and how they cause
autism. I was very firm about how that is complete rubbish
and has been heavily researched since the claim was
made and has been thoroughly debunked. 
 
Many people I know who are into healthy living and the
whole ‘everything should be natural’ thing (which obviously
is a good direction to take where we can) are also anti-vax
people, they believe that vaccinations aren’t natural and
cause autism and are untrusting of science, believing that
drug companies benefit from us taking vaccines and so
that is why all the evidence is showing that vaccines don’t
cause autism, and that the people to listen to are the
‘brave few’ who stand up and tell the truth against these
big companies. Many anti-vaxxer’s also often seem to
believe that anyone standing up saying they are wrong,
that vaccines don’t cause autism are either sheep who
have never done their own research (when usually it is the
other way round, anti-vaxxer’s have not done proper
research), or must be working for ‘big pharma’.

During trials and research into why and who had
autism did these studies include people who were
never vaccinated, are there people who are on the
autistic spectrum who have never had a vaccination?
 
There are lots of people out there with autism who haven’t
been vaccinated. Autism is as prevalent among
unvaccinated people as vaccinated, so vaccines have
nothing to do with autism. I, for example, never had the
MMR vaccine and I am autistic. Most autistic adults born
before the late 1960’s won’t have had the MMR vaccine
and there will be people since then who either didn’t have
the vaccine or had the three vaccines separately.

BY DAN JONES
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"In Japan they don’t use
the MMR vaccine and
autism rates are the

same as they are in the
rest of the World."

 
Andrew Wakefield who suggested a
link between autism and vaccines
had a financial incentive for this to be
the case, he had patented an
alternative vaccine for people to take
rather than the MMR vaccine which
was his recommendation when
suggesting people shouldn’t take the
MMR. Wakefields research was seen
to be fraudulent, he also issued a
statement of deliberately falsifying
research and was struck off from
practicing medicine in the UK. 
 
The inoculation rate for MMR in the
UK was 92% before the Wakefield
research; after publication, the rate
dropped to around 80% (despite
rates of those having the MMR
vaccination being lower now, rates of
autism diagnosis have increased (this
is due to improved awareness and
diagnosing, not that more people are
autistic than before), if anything, if
the MMR vaccination caused autism,
you would expect a decrease in rates
of autism following the significant
drop in people having the 

vaccination, not an increase). In 1998, there were 56 measles cases in the UK; by
2008, there were 1348 cases, with two confirmed deaths, and there has also been a
rise in mumps cases. People ignoring all of the scientific research and the fact that
no-one has found a causative connection and the fact that the original person who
suggested it falsified information to make it look like there was (his actual research
carried out by a team of 12 researchers said they found no causal link between the
vaccine and autism, but Wakefield made a video claiming there was and started
pushing that idea) is terrible, it has led to increased sickness and unnecessary
deaths, and now there seems to be a community of pseudo-scientists feeding the
idea, which is then getting celebrity backing and unfortunately people follow
celebrities opinions more than scientists opinions and the emotional nature of the
subject is just keeping people trapped in a cycle of believing a lie rather than
focusing on what can be done to help those who are autistic and accepting it is who
we are, we were born autistic and will die autistic, nothing in-between caused us to
be autistic.
 
Vaccines contain mercury, aluminium and other poisonous substances,
couldn’t these cause autism?
 
None of the childhood vaccines contain poisonous substances at a level which can
cause harm to people and most don’t contain poisonous substance full stop. For
example some vaccines need to contain formaldehyde which makes sure it is
preserved and safe for humans. Vaccine ingredients don’t cause autism.
 
The substances are lower than in most other products people consume and what is
ingested from the environment, and all the substances have a purpose, for example
the Mercury containing compound (thimerosal) that used to be in the MMR vaccine
in the past and is in no vaccines nowadays in most countries was to prevent
fungus (and another point here is that an element in a compound is different to the
element on its own, for example sodium isn’t good for you and chlorine isn’t good for
you, yet salt (sodium chloride) is required for health and is sodium chloride (both
sodium and chlorine together). Obviously too much salt is bad). Aluminium is in
some vaccines but the levels are lower than naturally found in plants and animals
that you eat and children get more aluminium from drinking breast milk than from
their vaccinations.
 
Most things we consume (including things like vitamin C, oxygen, water, etc) are
poisonous if the dose is too high. In fact nearly everything is, so when people point to
certain substances in vaccines and how they are dangerous, they have to consider
the amount of that substance and things like what happens with that substance in
the body. If you ingest a substance at a very low dose, way below the safety
threshold and it takes a week for your body to break that down and perhaps expel
that from the body so that none of that substance is left in your body, then this dose
is a safe dose and won’t cause you long term harm because in a week it will be like
that substance was never there.
 
Aren’t scientists just hiding the truth so that they can make more money for
pharmaceutical companies?
 
There seems to be a tendency, that I think is growing because it is so easy for ideas
like this to spread through social media, especially if something can absolve guilt or
responsibility from others – like a parent feeling ‘guilty’ that they had a ‘disabled’
child, but if it was a vaccine then it wasn’t their fault, it was the drug companies or
the governments etc., and so they can channel their anger at that and what ‘they’
have done to their child. As humans we have a desire for meaning, we want answers, 
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and when you know you are a parent who does your best and
deeply loves your child you want to know why they are the
way they are, you rightly know you didn’t do anything wrong
to cause it, so you look for an answer that makes sense with
your experience – like a child showing autistic symptoms
around the time they were vaccinated (especially with
regressive autism symptoms, this is a common time those
symptoms show. Autistic children possibly have abnormally
fast brain growth over the first couple of years of life, and
those who experience regressive symptoms seem like they
might have aggressive-pruning occurring after this rapid brain
growth. Autistic people often seem to have too many
synapses, which makes sense having too many connections
and likely over-sensitivities, but some areas of the brain in a
percentage of autistic children could undergo excessive
pruning causing regressive symptoms which for some may
last or be severe, for others they may last but not be too
severe, and for many, especially with the right support, they
may improve). 
 
People are very good at misinterpreting data, so most people
who don’t get their children vaccinated will have children who
don’t have autism, but it isn’t the lack of a vaccine which led to
their child not being autistic, it is that this is statistically what
would happen, that most people aren’t autistic, so most
children won’t be autistic whether they were vaccinated or
not. Also mistaking two events happening near each other as
one causing the other – it just happens that vaccines are
given at a time when autistic traits are likely to start being
more noticeable, it doesn’t mean vaccines cause autism, it
just means vaccines are taken about the same time as autistic
traits become more pronounced.
 
I have had people tell me maybe I am autistic because of
vaccines or because of a vitamin deficiency or because of
unloving parents, etc. Rather than people just accepting me
for who I am, which is what I would prefer people to do. I was
born autistic, I developed autistic, I will live autistic and I will
die autistic. Vaccines, vitamins and parental love or lack of
love didn’t play any role in me being autistic.
 
If someone is interested in doing their own research it is
important that they look at peer-reviewed studies, consider
the strength of evidence for and against something, that you
look at the form the evidence takes, as not all evidence is
weighted equally, for example, individual testimonies should
lead to researchers perhaps asking questions and looking at
the evidence and carrying out studies, but testimonies aren’t
strong enough evidence in isolation. For example, many self-
made millionaires or other highly successful people, whether
musicians, actors or even YouTuber’s etc, say they ignored
those who said they couldn’t achieve what they wanted, that
they just had drive and motivation and kept following their
dream. Unfortunately, this is also the process for failure, it is
just that only the successful people talk about how they
became successful doing this.

Likewise, with vaccines, there are many more people who
have had their children vaccinated and their child isn’t
autistic, so they don’t say anything or think anything of it.
This doesn’t in itself mean that vaccines don’t cause autism
in some children, what it does is suggest it could be worth
looking at the data and carrying out studies to find out the
truth (for example, a hypothesis could be that certain
children with specific genes react to a compound in a
vaccine in a way which triggers an epigenetic change which
causes autism in those children – this could be a hypothesis
of researchers, so they may look at the data and do research
and see if this is true, but firstly they need to see if it is true
that more people who receive vaccination are autistic than
the percentage of people among those who aren’t
vaccinated. If they can identify that this is true, then they
would hypothesise what could be going on. 
 
Obviously when scientist have done this, they find there is
no difference and so they don’t have to look at how a
vaccine may cause autism, because they know autism isn’t
more prevalent among vaccinated people vs unvaccinated).
It is known that signs of autism often begin to show around
the same time as children have their vaccinations. This
doesn’t mean the vaccines cause autism, they just happen to
occur around the same time as each other. There are many
more children whose social skills and language skills
significantly improve at this time, so given that within
vaccinated children this is the most prevalent outcome it
could be argued that maybe vaccines cause an increase in
social and language skills.
 
Clearly people would argue that this is stupid, I am just
talking about children developing normally and this has
nothing to do with vaccines, yet they would argue that the
autistic children are somehow impacted by the vaccine
despite the fact that we know autistic people are born
autistic, just like non-autistic people are born non-autistic,
vaccines have nothing to do with this. Vaccines causing
autism doesn’t explain all of the autistic people who have
never been vaccinated or never received specific
vaccinations. I didn’t have all my vaccinations as a child,
because of this, in high school I had measles. 
 
Vaccines didn’t make me autistic. Vaccines causing autism
also doesn’t explain why it should be that the same
percentage of people are autistic among those who have
been vaccinated as those who haven’t. If vaccines cause
autism then there should be a higher number of autistic
people among vaccinated people compared to unvaccinated
people, there would also need to be a testable hypothesis
(as mentioned above, and this would only need to be done
once it is identified that a higher percentage of vaccinated
people are autistic compared to the percentage among
unvaccinated people) about what the process is by which
vaccines cause autism, this can then be tested and either
confirmed or debunked.
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Isn't the Bailey Banks vaccine court case or the Hannah
Polling case evidence that vaccines cause autism?
 
It doesn't take much research to discover that this isn’t
evidence vaccines cause autism. In the title of the ruling in the
court document the PDD (Pervasive Developmental Delay –
which is what people are focusing on as being the ‘autism’
caused by the vaccination) is described as ‘non-autistic
developmental delay’. Neurologist Dr Ivan Lopez diagnosed
Bailey as having developmental delay, but that it wasn’t
autism because the developmental delay was probably
caused by acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis (ADEM).
Bailey’s pediatrician acknowledged that his use of the term
autism in diagnosing Bailey was used merely as a
simplification for non-medical school personnel and that
Pervasive Developmental Delay is the correct diagnosis.
Another pediatrician said Bailey’s condition “seems to be a
global developmental delay with autistic features as opposed
to an actual autistic spectrum disorder.”
 
The case was about proving whether the MMR vaccine could
cause ADEM and whether ADEM could cause PDD (not
autism, although the diagnosis the pediatrician had given, as
mentioned above was PDD-NOS which is a diagnosis that
comes under the umbrella of Autism Spectrum Disorder, but
as mentioned, the term was used merely as a simplification. It
is also the case the PDD isn’t a diagnostic condition, so to give
a diagnosis the likely closest condition would be PDD-NOS).
 
The argument was that the MMR vaccine can cause ADEM. In
a recent study there was no connection found. From
researching, there appears to be no current evidence of the
MMR vaccine causing ADEM and so if it does it is extremely
rare, in the one vaccine where a possible association was
found the rate was around 1.16 cases of ADEM per million
vaccines administered, so any possible association with the
MMR vaccine would be rarer than this (some places still quote
a maximum rate of 2 cases of ADEM per million MMR
vaccinations, but the research seems to point to this just
being a conservative ‘worst-case’ amount based on reporting).
It would likely be one person experiencing ADEM in many
millions of people vaccinated.
 
The next step is whether ADEM can lead to PDD. This is also
likely to be rare if it does. There is information about how
perhaps as many as 3 in 10 people who develop ADEM can
have motor deficiencies and short-term, people can
experience neurological deficits. These usually improve over a
period of days to months, but a minority of children can be
left with mild to severe neurological impairment. So, although
there is no clear evidence of PDD being caused by ADEM, it
could be that it could occur in rare instances. This is what was
concluded in the court case, that there is above 50% chance
that in this case the vaccination had caused the ADEM which
had led to PDD. This is just one case and this is a court
judgement not a scientific study. It even says in the report

that these claims were made with no supporting scientific
evidence, but it was still felt that what was being proposed
was plausible. 
 
Just to put all of this into perspective, if you get measles you
have a 1 in 1000 chance of getting ADEM, so even if there is
a conservative estimate of getting ADEM from the MMR
vaccination of 1 in 1 million, that means that a child
receiving a vaccination has a 1 in 1 million chance of getting
ADEM and off the back of this, a very small chance of
developing PDD, so the chances of this happening to your
child would be very unlikely. Or if the child doesn’t get
vaccinated and if they get measles then they have 1 in 1000
chance of getting ADEM which is significantly more likely
than it would have been with vaccination and so even
though PDD would still be unlikely, it is a more likely
outcome than if the child had just had the vaccination, and
this is just with measles. Rubella leads to developing ADEM
in around 1 in 20,000 cases. If most of the population is
vaccinated then rates of people getting measles, mumps or
rubella are low, but the more people who don’t have their
children vaccinated, the more those children will get
measles, etc., and the more chance a child has of then
having ADEM. So, rather than anti-vaxxer’s reducing the
chance of their children being autistic, if they believe that
ADEM can lead to PDD (and believe from this case that this
means ADEM can lead to autism) then an unvaccinated child
is at greater risk of becoming autistic compared to a
vaccinated child, especially if significant numbers of children
go unvaccinated leading to an increase in cases of measles. 
 
The trouble with using court cases as evidence to support
the idea of vaccines causing autism is that they have aren't
making judgements based on whether the vaccine caused
autism, but on whether a plausible mechanism for how this
could happen is proposed and there is a reason for this. This
article stated: "Initially, the standard used by the Court to
assess causation was “a preponderance of evidence.” Using that
standard, scientific evidence was generally held in higher regard
than testimonial evidence, even though the argument for
vaccine-related injury might appear to be plausible. Several
years ago, however, the Court changed the standard used to
one simply of “plausibility.” Using that standard, the Court might
rule that a particular injury case was vaccine-related if a
plausible biological argument could be made that the injury
might have been caused by a vaccine, even though researchers
of sound epidemiologic studies identified no evidence of such a
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relationship....For many who are hesitant about giving their
children recommended vaccines, [that] this ruling is seen as an
admission by the U.S. government that vaccines may cause
autism. Not so, claimed the CDC. “Let me be very clear that the
government has made absolutely no statement indicating that
vaccines are a cause of autism,” said Julie Gerberding, MD, MPH,
CDC director. “That is a complete mischaracterization of the
findings of the (Hannah Poling) case and a complete
mischaracterization of any of the science that we have at our
disposal today.”
 
In the Hannah Poling case, Hannah Poling had an underlying
serious health condition and so isn't typical of most children,
so even if it turned out that the vaccine mixed with her health
condition caused autism it would be very rare as this is the
only example out of many millions of people vaccinated that
we have and if it was felt that this was a possibility then other
similar people would be likely recommended not to have that
vaccine to prevent them from potentially having a similar
problem, this is one reason why you want herd immunity, so
that the child perhaps with similar health problems to
Hannah Poling where that child's Doctor recommends that
they don't get vaccinated (which would be unlikely due to the
poor evidence, but we are talking hear about 'what-if's') then
the parents can be comfortable in the knowledge that most
other people are vaccinated so that their child is at a low
chance of contracting Measles, Mumps or Rubella. 
 
It is difficult for scientists to work out whether there is a
causal link from a single case like this, or possibly even to
100% conclude there wasn't a causal link. All they may be able
to conclude is that if there is a causal link it is incredibly rare
and only likely to have a chance of occurring in a very rare
and unlikely set of circumstances. So a payout in a court
doesn't mean that the science concluded that the vaccine
caused autism, just that a plausible way that it could be
possible was presented and the court felt it was a plausible
enough way. It doesn't have to be 'beyond a shadow of a
doubt' just 'better than 50% chance that it could be what you
are saying'. Likewise, many cases are settled without
conclusion and these aren't settled meaning scientist now
conclude vaccines cause autism, just that it was decided and
agreed to settle and bring the case to a close rather than
dragging it out and having all the costs involved.
 
Currently the science seems to point to autistic people being
born autistic with signs of autism being visibly evident usually
within the first year or two of life and specialists can notice
signs earlier than this from a child's behaviour. There are also
tests which can be done in about 3-9 months which are under
research which seem to have a high success rate of showing
whether someone is autistic based on their brainwaves. It
may in the future turn out that one or more environmental
things post-birth cause autism in some people within the first
few months of life (it obviously has to be something which
leads to impacting on brain development that takes place in 

the first few months of life), but currently it seems autism is
hereditary in about 80% of autistic people, the other 20% or
so involves things like premature birth, older parents, and
various other prenatal environmental factors and mutations
in the mothers egg or fathers sperm. There may well be
environmental factors which impact on the severity of
autism symptoms and how the autistic person develops,
with the most recently publicised studies probably being the
ones about the impact gut bacteria has on autism and how
changing gut bacteria can have a significant impact on
autism symptoms and the IBS which many autistic people
experience, but there is no evidence of vaccines causing
autism, or of anything else causing autism after the birth
experience.  There is some evidence that things like lack of
breathing or other brain-trauma incidents occurring at birth
can potentially lead to autism, that if the mother has Rubella
during pregnancy, the child has a 7% chance of being born
autistic (even more reason to have been vaccinated!) and a
very low possible increase in having an autistic child if the
mother has flu or is on antibiotics during pregnancy.
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This is about how to get an autism diagnosis in the UK (as an
adult or for your child/teen) and is written based on
information taken from my autism book Asperger’s
Syndrome: Tips and Strategies which shares tips and
strategies for parents, carers, teachers, employers, friends
and autistic individuals. Often people seek autism diagnosis
wrong, which leads to them or their children not even being
seen for an autism assessment and so not being diagnosed.
 
Before seeking autism diagnosis for yourself or your child or
teen it is useful to have an idea of whether you or they are
likely to be autistic. One of the quickest ways to do that is to
take the Autism Spectrum Quotient Test. There is
a Childhood Autism Spectrum Test and an Adult Autism
Spectrum Quotient Test, one is for testing yourself, the other
for completing in relation to a child. The results of the test
will give a strong indicator whether you or they are likely to
be autistic or not. To be diagnosed autistic there are certain
traits that they will have. How these traits express from
person to person will be unique to the person. Sometimes at
first glance, or first thinking about it you may not recognise
yourself or your child as having one or more of the traits
because in others, they maybe masking or covering up that
they have that difficulty, and they or you may behave in a
way which makes you think the difficulty isn’t there.
 
An example of this could be that you are outgoing and
confident and the ‘life and soul’ of social situations, so you
feel that you don’t have difficulty with social communication
or social interactions. Yet when you explore further you may
discover that you are the same around anyone meaning that
at times perhaps your attitude is socially inappropriate and 

Deficits in social-emotional reciprocity, ranging, for
example, from abnormal social approach and failure of
normal back-and-forth conversation; to reduced sharing
of interests, emotions, or affect; to failure to initiate or
respond to social interactions.
Deficits in nonverbal communicative behaviours used for
social interaction, ranging, for example, from poorly

 you don’t notice perhaps when people are uncomfortable
with your behaviour, or with your jokes, that your behaviour
is very one-sided, you do all the talking about what you want
to talk about, you don’t really do any listening or engaging
with others and you don’t seek out comfort or closeness to
others.
 
To be diagnosed autistic the traits have to have been there
the person’s whole life, as autism is a developmental
disorder, so it is something you are born with. Usually you
need to also be able to evidence or state why a diagnosis is
important. It can’t usually be ‘just to find out if I (or they) am
autistic’. It has to be demonstrated that in some way these
traits limit or impair everyday functioning, so the person will
be struggling in some way.
 
The fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM-V) published in 2013 notes that
autism spectrum disorder is characterised by (reference
used for the below here):
 
A. Persistent deficits in social communication and social
interaction across multiple contexts, as manifested by the
following, currently or by history:
 

HOW TO GET AN AUTISM
DIAGNOSIS IN THE UK

(AS AN ADULT OR FOR A
CHILD/TEEN)
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integrated verbal and nonverbal communication; to
abnormalities in eye contact and body language or
deficits in understanding and use of gestures; to a total
lack of facial expressions and nonverbal communication.

C. Symptoms must be present in the early
developmental period (but may not become fully manifest
until social demands exceed limited capacities, or may be
masked by learned strategies in later life).
 
D. Symptoms cause clinically significant impairment in
social, occupational, or other important areas of current
functioning.
 
E. These disturbances are not better explained by
intellectual disability (intellectual developmental disorder)
or global developmental delay. Intellectual disability and
autism spectrum disorder frequently co-occur; to make co-
morbid diagnoses of autism spectrum disorder and
intellectual disability, social communication should be below
that expected for general developmental level.
 
Along with these areas the autistic person could have above,
below, or average intelligence. They could have other
additional conditions like epilepsy, obsessive compulsive
disorder (OCD), anxiety, depression, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Some people may be more
internally focused and perhaps quieter, other may be louder
and more externally focused. This can led to some being
overlooked because they don’t appear to display any
‘problems’ as they are just quiet. Some may appear very
childish for their age in the way they behave, others may
appear very grown-up.
 
When seeking a diagnosis for yourself, you child or teen,
there are some important things to remember. It isn’t just a
case of going to the GP and asking them to make a referral
to have an assessment. You will need to say what
behaviours you or your child does and what traits they have
that make you think you or they may be autistic. You will
have to say why it is you want the diagnosis. It is common in
most places that they don’t diagnose just because someone
is autistic; rather, they only diagnose if the person is being
affected by being autistic, and where a diagnosis would be
helpful. So if the person’s needs can be met, and behaviour
can be managed without the need for a diagnosis, then this
is usually preferable to labelling someone. 
 
There are many people on the autistic spectrum without
diagnosis who cope fine, and who don’t need a diagnosis to
get additional support. You will also have to demonstrate
how the person’s behaviour and traits happen in all areas of
their life – home, community, and work/school (which can
obviously be that the person isn’t in work/school), and
describe how the behaviour and traits have been observable
pretty much since birth. You want actual example given, so,
describing incidents to back up what you are saying. It is
useful to get these things written down and in case you give
a copy to the GP or autism assessor, it can be handy to
make a copy.
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Deficits in developing, maintaining, and understanding
relationships, ranging, for example, from difficulties
adjusting behaviour to suit various social contexts; to
difficulties in sharing imaginative play or in making
friends; to absence of interest in peers.

Stereotyped or repetitive motor movements, use of
objects, or speech (e.g., simple motor stereotypes, lining
up toys or flipping objects, echolalia, idiosyncratic
phrases).
Insistence on sameness, inflexible adherence to routines,
or ritualised patterns or verbal nonverbal behaviour (e.g.,
extreme distress at small changes, difficulties with
transitions, rigid thinking patterns, greeting rituals, need
to take same route or eat same food every day).
Highly restricted, fixated interests that are abnormal in
intensity or focus (e.g, strong attachment to or
preoccupation with unusual objects, excessively
circumscribed or perseverative interest).
Hyper- or hyporeactivity to sensory input or unusual
interests in sensory aspects of the environment (e.g.,
apparent indifference to pain/temperature, adverse
response to specific sounds or textures, excessive
smelling or touching of objects, visual fascination with
lights or movement).

 
B. Restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests,
or activities, as manifested by at least two of the following,
currently or by history:
 

 



"It can be helpful to have some notes
yourself if needed just of things you feel

are important to say"
 
All of this information needs to be on the letter the GP sends
to the child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS),
child development centre (CDC) or adult autism assessment
team, or whichever organisation diagnoses in your area. In
many areas, if they receive a letter from a GP just saying “this
parent would like to have their child assessed for autism
spectrum disorder”, without supporting information, they will
reject the letter (the same if the letter is saying “this person
would like an autism spectrum disorder assessment” for
themselves). Likewise, if there is only evidence of difficulties
in one area of life, like the family home in children, and school
is fine, or vice versa, then they are likely to reject the referral.
If the behaviours or traits aren’t displayed in certain situations
and you think you know why this is, then this will need to be
put down as well. It could be that they attend a school where
they are in a very small class, and the school has put in great
support – the staff are very good at understanding children
on the autistic spectrum, and they have great boundaries,
structure, flexibility to deal with issues when they arise, etc.
Or with an adult it could be that you never go out, so don’t
have issues outside the home, or maybe you do a job that is
structured to suit you so that traits or behaviours don’t
negatively manifest in that situation.
 
The assessment will usually consist of some detailed
questionnaires to fill out, these will often be some multiple
choice (like the ones at the beginning of this post) as well as
some freeform questionnaires to explain in more detail about
yours or your child’s experiences. Sometimes it can be helpful
to have support filling these out. If you need support and you
don’t know anyone who can give that support, you can ask
when you receive the paperwork and they will recommend
how to get the support you require. Sometimes the
assessment team may have a phone consultation with the
parent or person, which may conclude as either positive (a
diagnosis on the autistic spectrum), or negative (a conclusion,
from the information given, that it doesn’t sound like you (or
your child) are autistic). I don’t know of assessments
happening too often over the phone, but in some areas this
means people can get assessed much quicker than the usual
8-12 months wait for adults and 1-4 years wait for children.
Alternatively, they may arrange a face-to-face consultation
with yourself (or the parent and child). Sometimes following a
phone consultation they may be undecided or decide for
some other reason to follow this up with a face to face
assessment, they may also ask parents if they mind them
talking with other professionals like the school, and they may
ask for an educational psychologist to see the child in school.
 
For adults seeking diagnosis it is common for the assessor to
want to speak with your parent(s) or someone like a Doctor 

who has known you your whole life so that they can identify
from that person what you were like as a young child, what
you were like in school etc. If this person can come to the
assessment then that is often preferable, but they will
sometimes talk with the person over the telephone. If you
don’t have a parent or someone they can talk to then they
will want to look at how else it can be evidenced what you
were like in early childhood. It could be something someone
had written, or school reports, or previous medical
information, etc. At worst, if none of this can be found then
they may do more questioning of you about your childhood
and take longer over the assessment. What they are trying
to do is to make sure you aren’t how you are currently
presenting because of a different reason, and that you have
always been the way you are.
 
Seeking a diagnosis can be a long process, sometimes
parents can feel they are being treated as though they are a
bad parent. What is often suggested is to have parenting
support, even before diagnosis – not because you are a bad
parent, but because there are things they may not know or
do currently which could improve home-life, and these
things work with most children, both on and off the autistic
spectrum, but particularly when done consistently with a
child on the autistic spectrum. When I used to work as a
parenting support officer, the first thing CAMHS would often
do was to give the parents my details and tell them to use
the parenting service. Parents contacting me were often
frustrated saying they didn’t want parenting support, they
wanted their child helped; they didn’t know that the
parenting concepts used were the same whether the child
was autistic, or ADHD, etc, or challenging behaviour, or no
issues at all. In reality, the only thing that is different is
tailoring the way the parent applies these concepts to their
own child, and being prepared to put in hard work.
 
For parents where there has also been (or suspected to have
been) additional factors, like domestic abuse at home, or
evidence of prior parenting issues (for example where the
parent was depressed, or had perhaps had an alcohol or
drug problem, or where trauma may have happened to the
child, like the death of a close grandparent), then the parent
may be asked to seek parenting support first to ensure the
parenting approach is at a high standard. Then, if the child
has other issues, they may recommend the child talks to
someone about this, or addresses it in some way. After
doing all this, they then come back about the diagnosis,
because it may not have been autism, it could have been
due to these other issues instead, where a child has – for
one reason or another – not been supported consistently.
They will want to rule this out first. I know parents often feel
frustrated when they are told to get parenting support
before coming back to see if a diagnosis is required, but the
reality is the parent will now have the skills to manage their
child, regardless of whether they end up being diagnosed
autistic or not.
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The reason for doing this is that children who have grown-up
with domestic abuse in the household, or who have
experienced neglect or abuse themselves, or trauma, or a
period perhaps of having an uninvolved parent because the
parent was maybe depressed at some point while the child
was developing through early years can display similar to
autistic children. Obviously, some children who have these
experiences are also autistic, but others may appear autistic
who aren’t autistic.
 
The same applies for adults seeking diagnosis, that the
assessor will want to rule out these kinds of experiences as
being behind the behaviours appearing autistic, they will want
to see that the person has displayed autistic traits their whole
life and not just from various life events.
 
When you attend the assessment the assessor usually has
your filled in paperwork, they go through this with you (about
yourself or your child) asking about your answers and asking
you to expand on some areas. It can be helpful to have some
notes yourself if needed just of things you feel are important
to say, because when you are in the assessment it is easy to
forget to say things and only think of them after the
assessment is over. In most cases you will likely just have the
one assessment where at the end of that assessment the
assessor will say whether they think you (or your child) are
autistic. They will then write up a report. It can take weeks for
them to do this, but you usually have been told whether they
felt you (or your child) were autistic or not, so you will know
what the outcome of the report will be. The report will just go
into more detail about what led them to their conclusion, a bit
about what was discussed and perhaps some ideas or
recommended advice for the future, like requiring support
with getting into work, or occupational health support, or
support with ensuring you are claiming the correct benefits,
or educational support, etc.
 
I made the mistake of filling in all of my assessment forms
and sending them to the autism assessment team without
making copies of the forms and my answers. It wasn’t until
after the assessment and being told I was autistic that I felt
the forms had helped me to put into words explanations
about myself and my struggles better than I can normally
vocalise, so I wished I had copied them before sending them
off to the assessment team. I emailed the assessor and asked
if she could send me copies of my forms. She was happy to
do this, she photocopied my completed forms and sent them
to me. I would recommend copying these yourself in case you
decide you want copies and don’t want to run the risk of
struggling to get hold of them if you haven’t copied them
yourself.
 
Following the diagnosis there is no obligation to have to tell
others, but it is helpful, in my opinion, to have the diagnosis. I
have found it has helped others to understand me. I was
always open and honest about myself, but it was common for 

some people to say I was just making excuses for being rude
or to get my own way etc. Or I would get told there are no
excuses, you have to behave how you are supposed to
behave, or that certain behaviours of mine are just
unacceptable. With the diagnosis I have found that people
generally are more understanding. I still get offensive
comments and abuse and some people saying “autistic
people are just really trying to have an excuse to be arrogant
and selfish” etc. But most commonly I get curiosity and a
desire to understand from people. The diagnosis means I
can access support and address discrimination.
 
For parents, you don’t necessarily have to tell schools the
child is autistic, but it is helpful to have the diagnosis if the
child needs additional support, especially around things
where others just see their behaviours as ‘bad behaviour’
when in fact the behaviours are due to the child being
autistic.
 
In my view (and not really told at any point during the
diagnosis process) having the diagnosis is the start of the
journey. I have spent years teaching parenting courses. It
has been common on courses for parents to have had their
child diagnosed and then they were sent away with no
further support, discussion about what it means or
guidance. Those parents often sought diagnosis because
they saw ‘something wrong’ with their child, maybe they
struggled with aggression or some other behavioural
challenge, or anxiety etc., and once the child was diagnosed
and they were told “your child is autistic, they were born that
way and will be autistic for life” they hear “your child will
have these problems for life”. They don’t have anything
explained to them about what it means to be autistic, about
the challenges, but also about the strengths and how the
autistic person can be helped to channel their way of being
in the world towards wellbeing and personal growth, and
how they can help their child with their challenges.
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Many of the parents I’ve worked with have said that they
expect their child may never leave home, may never get a job,
may never get in relationships, etc. Something I saw as my
role was to help these parents see the strengths that were
within their children, help them to develop optimism for their
child’s future and help them to know how they can help their
child on that journey towards the future. I would use myself
as an example, someone who is autistic, who struggles with
socialising, struggles to understand others, struggles with
changes to routine, etc., and yet holds talks, teaches courses,
works as a psychological therapist and more. 
 
I explain how by not having the same emotional connection
to others as other people do I am able to listen to clients talk
about traumatic experiences and not be upset by what I am
hearing, I am able to go home from work and not ‘take home’
the client’s problem. I don’t sit at home worrying about
clients. By not getting drawn into the client’s emotional story I
am able to notice the pattern to the problem, I am able to
notice small and subtle details that are important to helping
that client move on from their problem. These are areas

 other therapists struggle with. It is common for counsellors
and other psychological therapists to respond emotionally
to client’s stories, to be drawn in to the story and so miss the
patterns behind the story, to go home worrying about
clients. Talking about these things was able to help parents
see their children’s futures in a different more strengths-
based way.
 
I always think it is a shame more time isn’t given to people
following the diagnosis to help people see autism, not as
something consisting just of deficits or challenges, but also
of strengths, and also helping people to know what can be
done to help autistic people address challenges they face,
whether this is helping the person to develop skills and
knowledge, or making changes to the environment, to
expectations and other areas.
 
So, for me, the diagnosis is the beginning of the journey,
following the diagnosis is the process of learning about
challenges, what can be done to address these, and
strengths and how they can be developed and utilised.
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A U T I S M  A N D  S L E E P
T H E  S L E E P I N G  H A B I T S  O F  A N  A U T I S T I C  I N D I V I D U A L

What changes there have been to my sleep habits
over the years? Sleep problems, especially not
sleeping seems to be something many autistic people
experience. In this article I will share my habits and
thoughts.
 
I have always struggled with falling asleep. For much
of my childhood, teenage years, twenties and into my
thirties I would rarely feel tired. I have been fortunate
that I am not a worrier, I have never struggled to sleep
due to worrying, but my thinking can keep me awake.
So, there are two issues in relation to my sleep, one is
not feeling tired and the other is my thinking.
 
As a child and teenager it was common for everyone
to be in bed and asleep and me to be in bed or in my
room but awake. I wouldn’t feel tired so I would watch
TV in my bedroom. I remember frequently watching
films and TV programmes late into the night until the
TV channels would go to the no service screen.
Fortunately there used to be the Open University and
educational programmes  on shortly after this. As a
young child and teenager I used to like watching these
programmes, initially I couldn’t understand why they
were being shown so late at night. I thought nearly
everyone is asleep and missing these programmes, if
they put them on at a better time, like replaced the
soaps and sports programmes etc with these
programmes people would love it because these 

teach you so much. I thought if people knew that they
were missing these programmes they would be so
upset that all they have available to watch is soaps
and sports programmes and other programmes
which teach very little. I now realise that I am probably
in the minority of people who would rather watch
these programmes, but for years I thought everyone
would rather watch these programmes than what is
normally on evening TV.
 
Just because I didn’t feel tired and so went to bed late
didn’t mean I woke up late. Most of my childhood and
teenage years I woke up early like most other
children, watching morning children’s cartoons from
6am on most days as a child and being up by 7am
daily as a teenager. The only exception to this was
when I was about 17. When I was 17 I still didn’t feel
tired at night and so would still go to bed at perhaps
2am-4am, but I went through a short phase of
perhaps a few months where I struggled to get up at
about 5am-6am. At the time I had started working in a
holiday camp. My shift was often 7am-11pm six days
per week. I would set off from home at about 6:30am
to make the 25 minute, 8 mile cycle ride to work and
would make the same journey home at the end of the
day. I would set my alarm for about 5:30am but went
through a stage where I often found I would turn the
alarm off and then end up waking up about 7am and
realising I was already late for work, so I would rush 
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out of the door and cycle to work ending up about 45
minutes late and then getting in trouble for this. I had
no excuse other than “I woke up late”.
 
My solution to this which worked when I remembered
it, was to place my alarm across the other side of the
room so that I would have to walk across the room to
turn it off and would hopefully by then be awake
enough not to just fall straight back asleep.

access it. I could think about something and see it
almost as real as real life. There were skills I had up to
my young teens that I had lost, or at least had
significantly reduced by the time I reached 20 and in
this state I seemed to have access, even better than I
did as a teen, to these skills, things like being able to
do synaesthesia, to see auras around people which
represented their emotional state, to see lines on Pool
or Snooker tables from the white ball to the object ball, 

Fortunately, this phase didn’t last too long and possibly
unfortunately I also took up drinking as I was trying to
socialise and drinking helped me to do this. I also
moved to the town I worked in, so I only had a ten
minute walk to work instead of a 25 minute cycle ride.
 
After a few months my sleep patterns seemed to go
back to normal. I went back to not feeling tired and
waking up feeling fine and awake. Much of my later
teens and early twenties I would go for up to six days
without sleeping. At the end of this time period I would
decide to go to bed at some point, I would close my
eyes and instantly fall asleep waking up about 8 hours
later feeling fully refreshed and alert ready for another
six days or so of being awake.
 
It was during this phase where I realised that what I
was doing wasn’t ‘normal’ because others weren’t and
seemingly couldn’t do the same. It is an unusual but
addictive thing to stay awake for that length of time.
The first 48 hours or so I wouldn’t realise how long I
had been awake, I wouldn’t feel tired. Then during the
next 24 hours or so I would have moments of feeling
tired, but not feeling so tired I wanted to go to sleep,
just yawning occasionally like it is perhaps
approaching bedtime, then after that I would stop
feeling tired at all and would instead feel hyper, feel
full of energy, I would be very lucid, the world would
become incredibly vivid, even more vivid than normal
and I would have periods of time where I would dream
while wide awake, I would see hallucinate things I
knew weren’t real but they looked very real. I felt like
was accessing a greater capacity of my brain and able
to think about things in a way I normally couldn’t. For
example, normally I struggle to create vivid mental
imagery, but in this state it was like I had opened the
door on my dreaming brain and was able to easily 

" I  WOULD  GO  FOR  UP  TO  S IX  DAYS

WITHOUT  SLEEP ING "

showing the paths of balls etc, seeing sounds as flashes
of coloured light which was handy when playing games
like Manhunt at night-time.
 
Through my twenties I reduced how much I stayed
awake for. It became rarer for me to stay awake for
days at a time. This was mainly because the rest of the
World it seems doesn’t fit this pattern of living life. It
became more frequent for me to go to bed about 2am-
4am again. 
 
During my early to mid twenties I worked in residential
children’s homes doing 24 hour shifts. So it was handy
when the children/teens didn’t settle and there was a lot
of paperwork to do that I had no problem being awake
all night long and then on my day off I didn’t waste it by
going to bed, I would finish work at 8:30am and would
get on with my day like normal going to bed like normal
at about 2am-4am that night ready for getting to work
for 8am the next morning.
 
As I progressed into my thirties I found it strange that I
started to feel tired and needing to sleep due to
tiredness rather than ‘because it is time to sleep now’. I
am now in my early forties and although I frequently go
to sleep later than my wife I rarely go to sleep at 3am-
4am unless I am working on something or have lost
track of time. It is more common that I go to bed at a
more usual time of about 12am-2am and I have times
where I start to feel tired approaching midnight,
although if I don’t go to bed during the 20 minutes or so
of feeling tired then I will usually not feel tired again for
many hours. I also find myself feeling tired when I wake
up. I don’t turn off the alarm and fall asleep like I did
when I was 17, but when I feel tired I do turn the alarm
off and think that I could so easily sleep for a little
longer.
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The other issue I mentioned was my thinking. As mentioned, I don’t worry, but I do over-think. I can go to bed and while I am
trying to fall asleep I will get an idea for a book or invention or way of doing something, or theory on something like gravity and
how it perhaps could connect with the other forces. I constantly have ideas going through my mind and will want to explore
them further. I will want to get up and start doing research or going and finding something in a book, or writing ideas down
etc. This happens all day and all night, like a constant stream of information and ideas. I have written on napkins and filled
many notepads writing down what comes to mind. I can lie in bed for hours wide awake, not able to fall asleep because my
mind is constantly saying ‘and another idea, and here is an idea about how we could live on Mars/find planet nine/create larger
and safer space stations/create more detailed computer games characters/etc’.
 
What I have to do to shut this off is to listen to something like relaxing instrumental music which I can build rapport with that
contains long flowing notes to help slow my breathing and other rhythms to focus my attention, or guided meditations or
sleep stories like the kind I make on my YouTube channel (in fact the first sleep stories I made for those other than children
were for myself to help me sleep).
 
So, over the years from early childhood to over forty years old I have usually required very little sleep, probably around four
hours per night. I have had times when I have struggled with waking up, which is a common stage for all teenagers to go
through as their brain goes through pruning, and over the last few years I have had times I wake up feeling tired although this
is actually more common if I sleep for over four hours rather than under four hours. Something which has happened over the
last few years when I sleep for under four hours and occasionally when I have slept longer is waking up with a headache, so I
now try to go to bed once I start to feel tired to reduce the headaches. I don’t necessarily wake up feeling tired, I just wake up
with a headache which can take many hours to pass. I have always wanted to be a participant in a sleep study where they
isolate you so that I can find out what kind of pattern I would fall into if I didn’t have to fit with others routines etc.
 
Other areas which impact on my sleep are sensory things like the feeling of items of clothing or bed sheets or temperature of
the room and light levels in the room. I like to have a heavier soft duvet so that I can feel the weight of it, I like low pillows, I
can’t be doing with having two pillows etc and getting a bad neck. I don’t like clothes that can get twisted on me or cut off
circulation to my feet etc. I like the room to be completely dark and slightly cooler, but be able to warm up with the duvet. I
sleep fine on hard surfaces with minimal cushioning, like when camping and find it incredibly relaxing to be able to hear
nature while I sleep, so even when it is freezing cold and I have barely slept when camping I still feel deeply relaxed. I feel I
sleep better when I have cool air as I find this helps to keep my breathing clear and I can feel the temperature of the air I am
breathing in and out, whereas I find warm air feels like I’m not breathing at all and feels restrictive.
 
I know many autistic people have sleep problems and I am always curious what others experiences are to try to find what the
reason is for so many autistic children and adults to have sleep difficulties.
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T H E  P A I N  O F
S E N S O R Y

O V E R L O A D

H A V E  Y O U  E V E R  W O N D E R E D  W H A T  S E N S O R Y

O V E R L O A D  F E E L S  L I K E  T O  A U T I S T I C  P E O P L E ?
Autistic people often have some areas of hyper-
sensitivity to stimuli and other areas of low-
sensitivity to stimuli. For me personally I struggle
with finding the world an overwhelmingly bright and
noisy place. I struggle with the constant
overwhelming chaotic movement, everything being
painfully bright making it so that in ordinary daylight
I can barely see a few metres in front of me unless I
squint or wear sunglasses and force myself to
endure the pain and stinging eyes and mental
overload of all the information. The same with
sound, there is so much chaotic painfully loud
sound that can come from all around me making it
difficult to focus on the sounds I should be focusing
on, like if my wife is talking to me. When things are
overwhelming visually, this also impacts on my
ability to focus my hearing for example on my wife
talking to me. I will explain further down the page
about some of my strategies.

I seem to have under-sensitivity generally to tastes
and smells. It takes quite a lot of flavour for me to
notice it. I always point out to people that I will be
unappreciative of food they make me, I find most
things, other than strong flavours bland. For me, the
thing I appreciate most is textures, I can find things
my wife finds soft, feel like sandpaper to me, so I
have a sensitivity to textures, but I like certain
textures, foods I like are because of the texture not
the taste, clothes I like are due to the textures.
 
 It can be common for autistic individuals to
suddenly react snappy or seemingly suddenly be
anxious or angry and want to get out of situations –
suddenly entering a fight, flight, freeze state when
they experience sensory overload, because it is like
you are being attacked and want to escape, fight if
you can't escape, or shut-down and freeze if you
don't feel you can fight or flee.
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My preferred option for handling sensory overload
is to not be in the situation in the first place if that is
a possibility, but I am aware that this behaviour
could so easily shut down my life. I could, by default,
sit at home in a dim, quiet den and stay there.
Because I want to try to fit in with society to some
extent, I want to be a husband who goes places with
his wife, I want to make enough income to live on, I
know I have to put myself into situations which
cause me sensory overload and have to find ways of
managing them.
 
When I am in situations I frequently wear noise-
cancelling headphones. I usually have relaxation
music playing into my ears to also help me remain
calm and give me something to focus on. I usually
wear sunglasses when outside and when in shops
that have bright lights or lots of movement. These
can help to dull the situations somewhat, but still
don’t work perfectly, If it is very bright or busy or
noisy I still end up becoming overwhelmed. If I can I
go inside my mind, like meditating, focusing on
something like my breathing, or focusing on
something inside my mind like looking out to sea or
walking through woodland or countryside, or
exploring an idea or concept using mental imagery.
This shuts me off a lot from the external world. I am
likely to have a glazed over look and be
unresponsive to external stimuli like people talking
to me.

If I have to hold it together and not go inside my mind
because I have to teach a course, or am attending a course
or the cinema or a party etc, then I will focus on relaxing my
shoulders and on maintaining calm breathing and slow
movements and focus on keeping myself relaxed while
being in that situation. I will find things to focus intensely on
which can then start to shut everything else out, so I might
stare intensely at my food or a glass I am drinking from, or a
candle on a table, or an object. 
 
If I am in communication with someone I will try to focus all
of my attention on that person, taking in every detail about
them and paying attention to finer and finer details so that I
go into a deep externally focused trance on that person. This
helps me to shut everything else out and become unaware
of everything else going on around me.
 
All of this can take a lot of mental effort. I struggle to
maintain it for extended periods of time and end up needing
to decompress when I get the chance where I need to be in
a dark, quiet, low-stimulation environment for a time
afterwards and the more frequent I am in high-stimulation
environments the more low-stimulation I need, so if I am on
a one day course I might be able to re-set myself that
evening, but if I am on a week long course it may take me a
few days after the course to fully get myself back calmer.
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If I start struggling in a situation I become
increasingly likely to react bluntly. I reach a point
where I want to escape the situation and will just
leave the situation. If I am in conversation with
someone I may tell them I am leaving now, if I am
not in conversation with someone I will likely just
walk out. If people stop me leaving – like on work
courses or in work etc, then I will tell them they have
no choice, I am going and will do whatever I have to
do to get myself out of the situation. If at this point
someone tried physically to stop me I would do
whatever I had to do to make sure I got out of the
situation.
 
I’ve seen many autistic teens I’ve worked with who
have been expelled from school react like this. You
listen to their story about what happened and can
recognise that they were overwhelmed, they
entered fight or flight mode and needed to escape,
they were stopped from doing so, so they fight to
create a way out and then get in trouble for being
violent by the teacher who was stopping them from
leaving the classroom. It doesn’t mean there
shouldn’t be consequences, there should, but more
insight and awareness is needed about how the
autistic person’s mind was working in that situation
and what can be done to facilitate helpful and
healthy responses in the future, rather than
increasing the chances of negative responses. The 

consequence doesn’t usually need to be expelling or
suspending the student, but instead looking at supportive
and collaborative consequences as the core part of the
consequence.
 
One thing that is often helpful when sensory overload has
been identified is to look at how the person experiencing the
sensory overload can be supported to get the best out of
them and to reduce the chances of the sensory overload
from happening. This could be adapting their environment,
for example, ensuring a worker who is impacted by
flickering strip lights isn't near strip lights. If they get
overwhelmed by all the movement of people, then perhaps
have their desk facing a wall or have desk dividers put
around their desk. Allow staff to wear headphones if
possible. For children and teenagers, perhaps have them in
smaller classrooms, allowed to wear headphones, having a
calm environment with minimal movement, softer lighting
and a quiet environment.
 
It is always useful to ask the person themselves what they
think will be helpful and to work with them to identify what
they need. It could be environmental changes, but it could
also be that they need help to develop skills, like their ability
to focus their attention or relaxation skills. They may also
need to have a place they can take timeout following
sensory overload to decompress and re-centre themselves.
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CHALLENGES OF BEING
AN UNDIAGNOSED
AUTISTIC ADULT

There are a large number of
undiagnosed autistic adults, some
of these will have taken tests and
attempted self diagnosis but not
known how to, or perhaps thought
to seek official diagnosis (it can be
daunting as the GP will be assertive
and likely to bombard you with
questions you need to know the
answers to and under pressure it
can be easy to leave the
appointment without a referral and
decide you will never try that again
so it can be helpful to have support
and take someone with you when
you talk with the GP)
 
Some information relating to
undiagnosed adults prevalence:
 
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2
016-11-undiagnosed-adults-
struggling-autism-shadows.html
 
https://www2.le.ac.uk/offices/press
/press-
releases/2011/may/2018most-
adults-with-autism-go-
undiagnosed2019-new-findings
 
There are estimated to be about
600,000 undiagnosed autistic
adults in the UK, most unaware
that they may have autism. This is
based on the findings mentioned
in the links above.

Looking at the information on
diagnosed autistic adults via the
National Autistic Society website:
 
“Seventy per cent of autistic adults
say that they are not getting the help
they need from social services.
Seventy per cent of autistic adults
also told us that with more support
they would feel less isolated
 
At least one in three autistic adults
are experiencing severe mental
health difficulties due to a lack of
support
 
Only 16% of autistic adults in the UK
are in full-time paid employment,
and only 32% are in some kind of
paid work
 
Only 10% of autistic adults receive
employment support but 53% say
they want it”
 
So even among those with
diagnosis the figures don’t look
good, and among undiagnosed
adults they are even less likely to
get social services support, likely to
feel isolated, likely to be
experiencing mental health
difficulties, a higher percentage are
likely to be unemployed and even
more are likely to be unsupported
within employment. This is the 

situation I was in prior to my adult
autism diagnosis. I couldn’t access
occupational health support, when
I was unemployed I couldn’t access
back-to-work employment support
 
.Having an autism diagnosis has
helped in many areas of my life,
specifically around others
understanding me and accepting
me for who I am.
 
I always knew I was different to
most others around me, I knew in
school and I knew when I started
work.
 
In my first job working in catering I
couldn’t understand the idea that
customers are always right – when
they are often wrong and that you
aren’t supposed to tell customers
they are wrong. It didn’t take long
for me to be placed back-of-house
working in a pot wash where I
rarely encountered customers.
 
I remember my manager
introducing himself and offering
his hand to shake. I didn’t realise
that when someone puts their
hand out it is for you to shake it in
greeting. He asked why I wouldn’t
shake his hand. I didn’t know but
had to give an answer, so thought
‘why didn’t I shake his hand?’ and 

GREATER IDENTIFICATION AND SUPPORT REQUIRED
Written by DAN JONES
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all I could think was that I don’t know
him and don’t know whether I like him,
so why would I want to shake his hand,
that seems like something people who
like each other probably do, so I told
him ‘I don’t know you and don’t know
whether I like you, so I’m not shaking
your hand’
 
Others often saw me as unusual.
Colleagues who got to know me when
they worked with me have said to me
since my autism diagnosis that other
colleagues and management often
enquired about whether they had
problems with me, that I was a bit odd.
 
I hadn’t heard of autism or Asperger’s
when I was in my first job so I didn’t
think ‘ah, maybe I have
autism/Asperger’s’ I just thought
something was wrong with me, that my
brain had these glitches where it would
make me respond in a way that was
very different to other people.

While working in the pot wash – a job I
would happily do for the rest of my life,
I was content. Everything was
predictable. But when asked to do roles
interacting with others, especially
customers I would go into meltdown. I
would become very black-and-white in
my responses and behaviours.
 
If I was asked to do something outside
of my comfort zone I would just quit the
job. I walked out of my first job three
times, luckily I had an incredible
manager who was calm and patient
with me, he was very supportive and
persistent. The first time I walked out
was because I was being told I had to
work in restaurants as a waiter, the
second time was when changes were
happening I wasn’t comfortable with,
the third time was when I was told I had
to do a completely different role to
what I was used to.
 
The first two times I walked out it didn’t 

"I just thought
something was wrong
with me, that my brain
had these glitches
where it would make
me respond in a way
that was very different
to other people."

cross my mind that when you don’t
have a job you can claim benefits -
although I wouldn’t have been able to
straightaway when I had quit the job. So
I just walked out and went to the studio
flat I lived in at the time and did
nothing. I didn’t think to try to get
another job, I didn’t think about where
money was going to come from I just
sat in my flat alone everyday and
expected that eventually due to not
paying my rent I would end up
homeless and expected at that time
that I would go and live in the woods.
This thought didn’t bother me. I had no
heating, no electricity, no food, but I did
have a persistent manager who kept
turning up everyday and shouting up
the side of the building to where my flat
was – my bell didn’t work and it hadn’t
crossed my mind to ask the landlord to
fix it. Both times I eventually let my
manager in and he negotiated with me
what it would take to get me back into
work.
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they can do to support me in
addressing the discrimination so I quit
the job.
 
There are many things which I do that
managers have pulled me up on often
telling me I will face disciplinary action
or the sack if I don’t stop doing certain
behaviours – like not using reciprocal
communication like hello, goodbye etc,
or for copying words or phrases people
say or sounds I hear, or whistling or
making sounds I hear in my mind, or
tapping things, or being blunt or honest
with people, or refusing to do things
because they make me too
uncomfortable.
 
It wasn’t until I had lots of experience
with working with people with autism
that I started to think I may have
autism. If I didn’t start doing care work I
don’t know if or when I would have
started to form a label for my
differences and challenges and without
having an idea that how I am may have
a name I wouldn’t have sought help or
diagnosis and I think this is the
situation many undiagnosed autistic
adults are in, that they feel they are
different, they have challenges and are
perhaps unemployed, but don’t know
anything about autism and so don’t
realise they may be autistic and what
they can do to seek diagnosis and
access support.
 
In one job I had a manager who made
sure my environment was conducive to
me doing my role to the best of my
ability, but then had a different
manager take over direct line
management of me who felt I should do
as I’m told and didn’t seem to want to
work with me to ensure they got the
best out of me. They wanted me to
change my working environment
despite the sensory challenges it meant
I would face and the challenges with
using the phone and with my ability to
focus and do my role. Despite me being
very clear with everyone about myself
and what I found difficult and things I
may say and do which could
accidentally offend people (I used to 

The third time I was in a relationship so
I had to think of someone other than
myself, so when I walked out I knew I
had to get another job. In those days all
the jobs were on postcards around the
walls of the job centre so I just looked
at each postcard for a job that I thought
I could do and then got the first one I
found – which was working in homes
for people with mental health
difficulties.
 
When I became unemployed years later
all the jobs were listed on the screens in
the job centre and I struggled to find a
job because there was a list of just
added jobs but the rest you had to type
in a search for which meant somehow
you needed to know what you wanted
to find before searching. Due to injuries
from being ran over I wasn’t able to do
the work I had been doing and I didn’t
know what my skills would transfer to,
so I didn’t know what to search for. I
tried asking for help but was told that to
get help you need to either have a
disability or be unemployed for over 2
years. I didn’t want to be unemployed
for over two years and I didn’t have a
diagnosed disability. After about a year
I luckily ended up with a really good
benefits advisor and she agreed to
arrange for me to have a meeting with
someone from the team which helps
those with disabilities and let them
decide whether they can take me on or
not.
 
I was frustrated that I was still
unemployed and that I couldn’t seem to
get any help. I had tried over that time
to do jobs I applied for and was offered
but each job I walked out on the first
day. I walked out of a call centre job
because it was too noisy, too chaotic
and involved lots of talking on the
telephone, I walked out of a job
supporting people who are
experiencing domestic abuse because
there was too much I felt uncertain
about, like having to navigate around a
hospital, having to take phone calls, and
I felt very exposed because of the
layout of the office and I walked out of a
job as a sales person in a shop a few 

days before my first shift because I
couldn’t handle the pressure of
knowing I was going to have to
approach customers and pro-actively
sell to them.
 
The person from the support team
agreed to signing me up. They
supported me getting a job and
supported me when I started the job,
and luckily the person who was my new
manager said on our first shift together
that they think I have Asperger’s is it
okay if she treats me as if I do because
this will probably help me and help our
working relationship. This was a huge
relief to me. For the first time there was
very direct acknowledgement from
someone that what I have thought to
myself for a while is also what someone
else thinks, and that they will help me in
a way that will get the best out of me.
 
By this second time I was unemployed I
had worked in adult mental health and
some of the clients I had worked with
had autism (although it isn’t a mental
health condition) and I could relate to
them and their experience of the world
and challenges they faced. Then I spent
around 5 years working with children
and teens with challenging behaviour
and many of the children and teens had
autism. It was doing this work that I
started to think I may have
autism/Asperger’s. Many colleagues
who worked closely with me used to
joke about the similarities between me
and the children/teens we were
supporting. I used to laugh it off, but at
the same time I started to wonder
whether maybe I did have autism.
 
In one job I felt that I was facing
discrimination for being different and
often being outspoken if I didn’t agree
with something. I was threatened with
the sack for things like not saying ‘good
morning’, ‘good bye’ etc., to staff. I
approached a union I was a member of,
they agreed with me that I was
experiencing discrimination but
because I am a white, British male and I
don’t have a diagnosed disability there
is nothing I can do about it and nothing 
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start a job and just tell people
everything because I didn’t want people
to keep making judgements and I didn’t
want to struggle or offend people), my
manager didn’t take any of this on
board and would give me instructions
once and if I misunderstood them they
would say I wasn’t taking my job
seriously and not putting in effort and
that I was doing it on purpose when in
reality I would have done my best and
put in as much effort as I could to
complete tasks.
 
The challenge is that if you assume you
understand something and have no
reason to think you may have
misunderstood what you were told you
don’t think to ask for clarity or to say
you didn’t understand. This was the
same in school. My school reports often
said ‘Daniel needs to ask when he
doesn’t understand something’, except I
wouldn’t have realised I hadn’t
understood until I did the work and got
told it was wrong and I had missed the
point of what I was supposed to be
doing.
 
With that manager I constantly felt
attacked and put down. If I didn’t tell my
manager I completed a task they would
complain that I didn’t tell them, if I did
tell them they would complain I don’t
need to tell them everything I do, but
wouldn’t make it clear which things I
needed to tell them and which I didn’t.
 
In the end I became depressed and
suicidal, and at that point I sought
diagnosis because having a diagnosis
was the only way I was going to be able
to get occupational health support to
ensure my work environment was
conducive to me doing a good job.
 
I was lucky because I had helped
families through the process of seeking
diagnosis for their children so I knew
what I would be faced with and that I
needed to be prepared for the meeting
with the GP with clear evidence of why I
think I may be autistic. Despite this I felt
that the GP appointment was an attack
on me like they didn’t believe me and 

didn’t want to make the referral. Initially
they didn’t make the referral despite
saying they would, and I got contacted
by a counselling service offering me
counselling. I explained to them that I
didn’t need the counselling I went to the
GP for an ASD assessment referral. So I
had to go back to the GP and go
through the same again, this time they
made a referral. From this referral to
diagnosis took about 9 or 10 months.
 
If I was an undiagnosed autistic adult
who didn’t know the system and
perhaps hadn’t heard of autism I
probably wouldn’t have thought to seek
diagnosis, I wouldn’t have thought I had
autism unless someone who knew me
started suggesting it, and if I was in a
similar work situation I would probably
have gone to a GP saying I was
depressed and unless the counsellor I
ended up seeing (assuming I ended up
seeing a counsellor) knew about autism
and recognised the signs I probably
never would have ended up with a
diagnosis and would have continued to
struggle in each workplace.
 
I was lucky, I have ended up in
relationships where to maintain the
relationship you have to learn to focus
on the other person and to handle
some of the uncertainty of things rather
than run away and hide and isolate
yourself. I have had a few good
managers who, despite not having a
diagnosis where very supportive of me
and my individual traits, obviously a
supportive wife, and I have stumbled
into a career where I learned about
autism and so recognised I may be
autistic and I knew what I needed to do
when approaching a GP about making
an ASD referral.
 
I have also learned and improved over
the years from feedback from people.
For example, I did a job where almost a
year into the job I was ran over, my
work colleagues visited me in hospital
and my wife visited me. My wife
introduced herself and my work
colleagues said they didn’t know I was
in a relationship. My wife was annoyed 

by this, but it hadn’t crossed my mind
to talk about my wife in work. I had no
reason to think anyone would be
interested in my personal life and no-
one had asked me whether I was in a
relationship or not, so it never came up.
Since then when I met new work
colleagues I would say ‘I’m Dan, I have a
wife, I like hypnosis and will talk about it
a lot, I will probably accidentally offend
you by being honest if asked questions,
I never mean to offend so if I say or do
anything that annoys you or offends
you just tell me so that I can address it, I
like to be alone a lot and so will sit on
my own with headphones in and
reading, I’m just doing this because I
find it peaceful and calming and I don’t
really like socialising…etc’
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